1990 honda accord main relay location

The Honda Accord Main Relay can cause you major head aches when it goes bad. It can leave
you high and dry at the most inconvenient time or place. Not only have I seen go bad myself on
numerous occasions, but I hear about this a lot on other Honda vehicles! When it goes bad, one
of the main solder joints inside the relay gets old and deteriorates and prevents contact which
will not allow power to travel through the Main Relay out to vital components under the hood
which will prevent your Honda Accord from starting. For example, your Honda Accord starts
great in the morning, drive around town, stop a the grocery store or the gas station and the
vehicle no longer starts up after a hot soak. When this happens, the engine will crank over
because the starting circuit is still good, but the Idle Air Control Valve, Fuel Injectors and Fuel
Pump will not have battery voltage because of this bad Main Relay. This will obviously prevent
your Engine from getting fuel in your Honda Accord and will result in your no start condition.
On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located on the dash on the drivers hand side usually
to the left of the steering column. Some are located to the right of the column. This Main relay is
very easy to replace yourself. It is usually clipped in and or held in place by one or two screws
10 mm screws or nuts. Main relay location On most Honda Accords, the Main Relay is located
on the dash on the drivers hand side usually to the left of the steering column. From time to
time, vehicles can experience a wide range of electrical issuesâ€”even those that are reliable,
like Hondas. One of those problems can involve the main relay. Fortunately, you might not have
to rush off to a mechanic to check the relay in your Honda. You can do it yourself by following
some simple steps. Just about every vehicle on the road today includes automotive relays.
These components are basically switches that open and close a circuit by electromechanical or
electronic means. These parts are vital to ensure proper electrical functionâ€”not to mention
safetyâ€”in a vehicle. For example, if you plugged your headlights directly into a headlight
switch, you may surpass the amperage rating and cause an electrical fire. Relays can also
switch multiple things on simultaneously while using one output, allowing, for instance, you to
turn on your car's radio at the same time the antenna extends. The main relay in a vehicle
controls the fuel pump and supplies power to the injectors. Knowing how to test a Honda main
relay can help you better pinpoint the cause when an electrical issue arises. There's a pretty
simple way to tell if your main relay is affected. Simply turn on the vehicle and see if it
continues to run. If so, the main relay is okay. Should the engine shut off, the main relay could
be impacted. If you suspect you have a bad main relay in your Honda, you should perform the
following test to be sure. It can save you time, money, and aggravation, as most parts suppliers
don't take returns on electrical components. This is why it's important to avoid buying a part
you don't need. If your Honda is suffering from hot start problems that affect cranking, this
diagnostic test might be helpful, too. Consider printing it out to help you while you're testing the
relay. Here's how to do it:. Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright has been a freelance writer and
editor for over 10 years and an automotive repair professional for three decades specializing in
European vintage vehicles. Updated November 03, Automobile designers regulate high current
devices or systems, such as the starter or fuel system, with a smaller amount of current
controlled through a series of relays or switches. In Honda Accords manufactured between and
, the main relay serves as the "middle man" helping other devices to control the ignition and
fuel system. If your Accord won't start, then you may have a damaged or broken main relay.
Verify that the problem doesn't stem from the fuel pump, ignition or any other source.
Disconnect the battery and find the main relay. Typically, the main relay on a Honda Accord
rests behind the dashboard to the right or left of the steering while with accessibility up under
the dashboard or behind the steering column access or dash panel. Pull the main relay from its
location. You may need to push aside wires or devices or remove devices, such as the cruise
control box, that block the main relay. Use your ratchet or wrench to remove any nuts and bolts
ratchet counterclockwise attached to a device to expose the main relay or any that hold the
main relay in place. Unplug the Honda Accord's relay from the main relay socket, which is the
base connected to the wiring. Keep in mind that the socket attaches to the relay via a tab that
locks the relay to the socket. Without touching any of the wires, push in the tab to release the
relay or use a pocketknife to pop the relay from the socket base. Pop the new relay firmly into
place by gently gripping the relay socket base and pushing the relay into it without touching the
socket wiring or the solder components of the relay. Damage to the wiring's connection to the
socket or to the solder can occur if either come in contact with your hands. Also, keep in mind
that your new relay must fit snugly within the socket as a loose relay can overheat or cause
melting of the outer casing when current runs through it. Reverse the steps you took to remove
the relay. Remember to not only securely tighten all nuts and bolts, but to also tape together
with your electrical tape any loose or hanging wires. This article was written by a professional
writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure
our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply

learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Verify that the problem doesn't stem from
the fuel pump, ignition or any other source. Step 2 Disconnect the battery and find the main
relay. Step 3 Pull the main relay from its location. Step 4 Unplug the Honda Accord's relay from
the main relay socket, which is the base connected to the wiring. Step 5 Pop the new relay
firmly into place by gently gripping the relay socket base and pushing the relay into it without
touching the socket wiring or the solder components of the relay. Step 6 Reverse the steps you
took to remove the relay. Reconnect the battery. Start your car to confirm that your new relay
works. Tips Purchase a "workshop" manual through your dealer or online if your
manufacturer's manual didn't include a full wiring schematic, diagram or picture showing the
location of the wiring, the flow of current and switch direction placement within the Honda
Accord. Check your old relay's solder for microscopic cracks with a magnifying glass. Often a
relay stops working because a soldered joint has cracked causing resistance in the relay and a
voltage drop. Symptoms of cracked solder include motor overheating or a relay that feels hot
when touched. By resoldering cracked or worn areas, you can restore a non-working relay and
avoid purchasing new parts. Manual or wiring diagram Ratchet kit or wrench Pocket knife Main
relay replacement or kit Electrical tape Magnifying glass optional Soldering tools optional.
Never work on the electrical system without disconnecting the battery first. Live wires or
electrical surges can cause burns, melt plastic or damage wiring and parts. If electrical parts in
your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and blown a fuse or tripped
a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check the appropriate fuses
or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage
rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could
start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. If a fuse blows
again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. I have the
part Do you have the same problem? Here is a wiring diagram and the relay box location which
is under the dash by the kick panel on the drivers side. Please let us know if you need anything
else to get the problem fixed. Was this answer helpful? Image Click to enlarge Was this answer
helpful? Have a nice day. I have the part Do you. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. I need to know where t can find the main relay? Image Click to enlarge. Thanks Was this
answer. You're welcome. Where is the main relay located is it easy to replace Was this answer.
Behind left side of dash Was this answer. Here you go and have a nice day Was this answer. I
replaced the Relay and the car started great. I drove 1 mile and came to a stop sign. As soon as
the car came to a stop in drive it started to run very rough. It won't stall but sounds like it is
missing. I nursed it back home. Any idea if something further down could have fried now due to
"stronger relay", or any ideas what to check next? No engine lights or codes showing. Hi
finally26, Thank you for the donation. There is no such thing as a stronger relay. The work of the
relay is to control power supply to the ECU and fuel pump. We need to understand what is
causing the problem and it could be something different and nott related to this. Did you check
the spark plugs, wires and distributor? Is the Check Engine Light indicating? Is the D4 light
blinking? I've had a problem with my Honda Accord EX lately, it's been dying. The car has two
symptoms, but I'm wondering if they could be related to the same issue. It sounds like it's very
common to have an Accord with starting issues. Here is an exact description of my problem, as
written by another Accord owner: "My '92 Accord EX sometimes won't start, either. It can go for
days or weeks without this problem, or may do it a couple times in a day. Note that it cranks
fine, but never fires. However, the green square around the D4 indicator always starts blinking
when it won't start like this -- which indicates a transmission problem. I don't think there was
any pattern to it at those times -- just on and off about every second. When I'm driving the car,

after about ten or fifteen minutes it shuts down. It happens at stoplights and while driving. It is
not speed dependent either. I then find myself praying it makes it to the side of the road. I took it
into a local repair shop, where I was told it was the main relay's fault, that it was shorting out
after it warmed up. The mechanic replaced it with a used main relay, but that night it died again.
So I took it to the mechanic a third time and he replaced the used one with a new one for no
charge. It sounds like it's starting stronger, and seems smoother to drive, but I'm afraid to drive
it too far. Since visiting the mechanic yesterday I have driven it maybe four or five miles. It
seems the first two times I brought it home from the mechanic it only lasted 8 or 10 miles before
dying. My friend was videotaping briefly when my car died, and here is a link to the video. At the
end you can hear the car trying to start up. I don't know if that is any help. Ha ha. Hi maxbauske,
Thank you for the donation. Did the policemen frightened your friend that he dropped the
camera? Guess you do not see the D4 light blinking while starting. The two most common
causes for starting difficulties due to electriacl faults are the PGM-Fi main relay and ignition
switch. I take it to mean the dashlights were not showing as you did not notice the engine
stalling except for the response from the throttle etc. When engine stalled without the dash
indicator lights showing, the power supply has been interrupted and the ignition switch is one
of the most common cause. The next time it is difficult to start, turn ignition OFF. Slowly turn to
ON. Note if the dashlights are showing and do they flicker. Sometimes when the ignition switch
fails, the engine would start but once the key is released, it stalls. I am currently troubleshooting
a fuel delivery issue on a Honda Accord. I have already tested the Main Relay both from the
connector and the relay itself and it tested OK. Proceeded to empty and drop the fuel tank since
my 90 accord only has 1 access panel for the fuel gauge sending unit which wasn't much help
for this issue. At this point I have removed the tank and now that I have open access to the fuel
pump connector I put a meter to that and flipped the key and low and behold I have no power at
the connector. My assumption now is that I must have a break in the wire unless I am missing
something. My thought now is to trace the wires from the fuel pump connector back towards the
front of the car and see if I can find a break or test and see power being sent out towards the
pump. Any thoughts for my process or advice on where else to start? Respectfully, Tj Was this
answer. Check the yellow wire if its open from the main relay to the fuel pump- Was this answer.
Let me add this. Don't be expecting power there for more than 2 seconds after the key is turned
on if at all. It should resume when you start cranking. Thanks for the responses. Just thought I
would update this since I have recovered and resolve the issues. First let me say that I actually
had 2 issues which is what was complicating things a little bit. Originally when testing t
2000 impala fuel pump
pt cruiser transmission fluid
buick grand national forum
hings out the RELAY tested ok but after putting it back up into its space found that it was no
longer working which threw me. Xx volts. This answered my original question. Next bench
tested the pump with 12volt power supply and pump didn't move. This confirmed the pump was
gone. Also ran a continuity test on the pump which also confirmed the pump was done.
Apparently there is a problem with the soldering method used on the original RELAYS causing
intermittent failures over time. Replaced the Fuel pump and re-installed the pump and tank in
the car. Voilla I am on the road again. Thanks again for the replies and Hope this post helps
anyone else who might run across a fuel delivery issue. Tj Was this answer. Where is it located?
Hi does a Honda Accord LX have a main relay and if so where is it located? Thanks for using
2CarPros. Please login or register to post a reply. I Would Like To No Electrical Power? No
Electrical? Lately I Notice That Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

